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retain the contract file until the reservation is removed;
(4) Ensure that sufficient funds are
retained to cover complete settlement
of the reserved items; and
(5) At the appropriate time, prepare a
separate settlement of reserved items
and include it in a separate settlement
agreement.
(b) A recommended format for settlement of reservations appears in 49.603–
9.
49.109–3

Government property.

Before execution of a settlement
agreement, the TCO shall determine
the accuracy of the Government property account for the terminated contract. If an audit discloses property for
which the contractor cannot account,
the TCO shall reserve in the settlement
agreement the rights of the Government regarding that property or make
an appropriate deduction from the
amount otherwise due the contractor.
49.109–4

No-cost settlement.

The TCO shall execute a no-cost settlement agreement (see 49.603–6 or
49.603–7, as applicable) if (a) the contractor has not incurred costs for the
terminated portion of the contract or
(b) the contractor is willing to waive
the costs incurred and (c) no amounts
are due the Government under the contract.
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49.109–5

Partial settlements.

The TCO should attempt to settle in
one agreement all rights and liabilities
of the parties under the contract except those arising from any continued
portion of the contract. Generally, the
TCO shall not attempt to make partial
settlements covering particular items
of the prime contractor’s settlement
proposal. However, when a TCO cannot
promptly complete settlement under
the terminated contract, a partial settlement may be entered into if (a) the
issues on which agreement has been
reached are clearly severable from
other issues and (b) the partial settlement will not prejudice the Government’s or contractor’s interests in disposing of the unsettled part of the settlement proposal.

49.109–6 Joint settlement of two or
more settlement proposals.
(a) With the consent of the contractor, the TCO or TCO’s concerned
may negotiate jointly two or more termination settlement proposals of the
same contractor under different contracts, even though the contracts are
with different contracting offices or
agencies. In such cases, accounting
work shall be consolidated to the
greatest extent practical. The resulting
settlement may be evidenced by one
settlement agreement covering all contracts involved or by a separate agreement for each contract involved.
(b) When the settlement agreement
covers more than one contract, it shall
(1) clearly identify the contracts involved, (2) assign an amendment modification number to each contract, (3)
apportion the total amount of the settlement among the several contracts
on some reasonable basis, (4) have attached or incorporated a schedule
showing the apportionment, and (5) be
distributed and attached to each contract involved in the same manner as
other contract modifications.
49.109–7

Settlement by determination.

(a) General. If the contractor and TCO
cannot agree on a termination settlement, or if a settlement proposal is not
submitted within the period required
by the termination clause, the TCO
shall issue a determination of the
amount due consistent with the termination clause, including any cost principles incorporated by reference. The
TCO shall comply with 49.109–1 through
49.109–6 in making a settlement by determination and with 49.203 in making
an adjustment for loss, if any. Copies of
determinations shall receive the same
distribution as other contract modifications.
(b) Notice to contractor. Before issuing
a determination of the amount due the
contractor, the TCO shall give the contractor at least 15 days notice by certified mail (return receipt requested)
to submit written evidence, so as to
reach the TCO on or before a stated
date, substantiating the amount previously proposed.
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49.110

(c) Justification of settlement proposal.
(1) The contractor has the burden of establishing, by proof satisfactory to the
TCO, the amount proposed.
(2) The contractor may submit
vouchers, verified transcripts of books
of account, affidavits, audit reports,
and other documents as desired. The
TCO may request the contractor to
submit additional documents and data,
and may request appropriate accountings, investigations, and audits.
(3) The TCO may accept copies of
documents and records without requiring original documents unless there is
a question of authenticity.
(4) The TCO may hold any conferences considered appropriate (i) to
confer with the contractor, (ii) to obtain additional information from Government personnel or from independent
experts, or (iii) to consult persons who
have submitted affidavits or reports.
(d) Determinations. After reviewing
the information available, the TCO
shall determine the amount due and
shall transmit a copy of the determination to the contractor by certified mail
(return receipt requested), or by any
other method that provides evidence of
receipt. The transmittal letter shall
advise the contractor that the determination is a final decision from which
the contractor may appeal under the
Disputes clause, except as shown in
paragraph (f) below. The determination
shall specify the amount due the contractor and will be supported by detailed schedules conforming generally
to the forms for settlement proposals
prescribed in 49.602–1 and by additional
information, schedules, and analyses as
appropriate. The TCO shall explain
each major item of disallowance. The
TCO need not reconsider any other action relating to the terminated portion
of the contract that was ratified or approved by the TCO or another contracting officer.
(e) Preservation of evidence. The TCO
shall retain all written evidence and
other data relied upon in making a determination, except that copies of
original books of account need not be
made. The TCO shall return books of
account, together with other original
papers and documents, to the contractor within a reasonable time.

(f) Appeals. The contractor may appeal, under the Disputes clause, any
settlement by determination, except
when the contractor has failed to submit the settlement proposal within the
time provided in the contract and
failed to request an extension of time.
The pendency of an appeal shall not affect the authority of the TCO to settle
the settlement proposal or any part by
negotiation with the contractor at any
time before the appeal is decided.
(g) Decision on the contractor’s appeal.
The TCO shall give effect to a decision
of the Claims Court or a board of contract appeals, when necessary, by an
appropriate modification to the contract. When appropriate, the TCO
should obtain a release from the contractor. TCO’s are authorized to modify the formats of settlement agreements in 49.603 to agree with this provision.
[48 FR 42447, Sept. 19, 1983, as amended at 52
FR 19805, May 27, 1987]

49.110 Settlement negotiation memorandum.
(a) The TCO shall, at the conclusion
of negotiations, prepare a settlement
negotiation memorandum describing
the principal elements of the settlement for inclusion in the termination
case file and for use by reviewing authorities. Pricing aspects of the settlement shall be documented in accordance with 15.406–3. The memorandum
shall be distributed in accordance with
15.406–3.
(b) If the settlement was negotiated
on the basis of individual items, the
TCO shall specify the factors considered for each item. If the settlement
was negotiated on an overall lump-sum
basis, the TCO need not evaluate each
item or group of items individually,
but shall support the total amount of
the recommended settlement in reasonable detail. The memorandum shall
include explanations of matters involving differences and doubtful questions
settled by agreement, and the factors
considered. The TCO should include
any other matters that will assist reviewing authorities in understanding
the basis for the settlement.
[48 FR 42447, Sept. 19, 1983, as amended at 56
FR 67135, Dec. 27, 1991; 62 FR 51271, Sept. 30,
1997]
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